[Urinary calculi in children: contribution of anamnesis, biological exploration and physical analysis of calculi to the etiological diagnosis].
It is always of importance to define the cause of urinary calculi disease in children to prevent recurrence and possible impairing of renal function. Nevertheless, etiology is not always easy to prove and must be deduced from both clinical and biological arguments. The aim of this prospective study including 39 Tunisian children with urinary stones was to identify etiology and stone risk factors and detail the part of clinical and biological data and results of physical analysis of stones in determining the cause of the stone. In 31 cases among 39, clinical and biological data were not sufficient to identify clearly the stone etiology. When considering the structure and stone composition, the cause of the stone could be determined in 97.4% of the cases. An inherited disease was found responsible for the stone in 11 children, urinary tract infection in 13 cases, idiopathic hypercalciuria in nine cases and a nutritional deficiency disease in seven cases. In one case, polycystic kidney disease with metabolic risk factors could explain the stone process. No precise etiology was found in one case. Among infection stones, struvite stones could be related to urea-splitting bacteria while other calculi, containing whitlockite and protein matrix could be related to other micro-organisms. Earlier severe chronic diarrhoea episodes were noted in six among seven children presenting stones with a nucleus mainly composed of ammonium urate. Clinical data, biological data from both urine and blood of the patients and also the structure and composition of the stones are needed to identify the cause of urinary calculi. Such a procedure could provide the stone etiology in most cases.